
The Journey
By David Martens

There are many milestones in a man’s life that help shape one’s character. For some they could be your first love,
finding your soul mate, fatherhood or even becoming a Grandparent.

Through this life journey there are events and chance meetings that help shape and perhaps change the direction of
one’s life path.

This is one such tale I will tell you of today.
Late last August three of your Retread members, Duncan Jamieson, Ken Lagg and myself, were looking for a 2 day

ride.
One that would not only allow us to ride and view our beautiful countryside but a ride that had purpose and perhaps

even have one of those life changing moments.
Well I had heard legend of a man that lives in Northern Minnesota just a day’s ride from us. A man that embodies

frontier vitality, a symbol of might, the willingness to work hard and the resolve to overcome obstacles. I thought in
his day he too would ride a KTM 990 Adventure bike…but I digress.

Now many lay claim that this man hails from their area, He was said to be born in Bangor Maine but the area was not
big enough for him so he moved to Northern Minnesota were today he is standing guard over a lake in Bemidji

Minnesota.
So it is here we set our sites. Our paths were set for our epic journey, our adventure on what turned out to be called

the “Quest for Paul”!

Yes people, Paul Bunyan and his ever faithful side kick, the blue ox named “Babe”.
The legendary pair it is said that but with a single swing of Paul’s axe and the shear might of Babe’s strength they

cleared forest areas and formed 10,000 lakes in Minnesota.
Because of them the roads are not straight, they curve and bank around the water reserves and that’s the reason it

rains so much and the mosquitoes are so damn big…but I digress.
So with tanks full of gas and our bellies full of Tim Horton’s we mounted our mighty steeds, (or I did anyway) and set

out to travel across N.W.O. through many towns and villages, crossing into Minnesota at International Falls.
The tension and anticipation was growing with each mile.

As we travelled down the highway we saw an establishment that was surrounded by motorcycles all bearing the
name Harley something. We thought great, fellow adventurers.

The ones wearing clothes were clad with leathers with their names on their backs. They were all outside in front of the
establishment partaking in what seemed to be a cultural event for the area.

Apparently the idea was to see how far you could throw a beer keg across the parking lot. Now many of them must
have tried to better their advantage by drinking the contents of the keg before throwing it. This exercise had a varied

mixture of results - some being the patrons went further than the keg.
Not wanting to break the mood or to be mistaken for a keg we decided to remount our steeds and continue on our

“Quest for Paul”.
Later that day, with our maps checked again and again we could feel we were getting closer to our goal and all our

hard work was about to pay off. Our excitement was building. You could almost feel Paul’s aura in the air.
Then it happened, there he was, standing across the road from us. Majestically towering over a field that lay in front of
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